
Guided Reading Lesson Plan (Levels M-Z) 
 

Title:  Rain Forest Babies               Level:  P         ISBN:  978-061806226-3          Publisher: Houghton Mifflin 

 

Before Reading: (5-7 min.) 

*Summarize plot (M)  Let’s look at the world map on page 1 to see how much of the world is still rain 

forest. A tropical rain forest is actually three different worlds stacked on top of the other as seen in the drawing 

in the green box called a sidebar. This triple world is home to most of all life on Earth – nine out of every ten 

kinds of living things are only found in rain forests! In this fascinating book, fourteen baby creatures found in 

rain forests will be described. Some facts are outrageously amazing. Also, there is a green sidebar for each 

animal with information about their size, favorite food, enemies, and whether or not their parents take care of 

them. We’ll read about one creature at a time and then there will be some questions to answer. 

Words/Text Layout: 

 *New or important words (V) nursery (p.1, a safe place for babies to be care for), marsupial (p.29, 

mammals; the female mother keeps her young in her pouch for nourishing it and keeping it safe.) 

 Suggested Teaching Point (Behaviors to Notice and Support) or focus on a Comprehension Strategy:  

    connections, questions, inferences, visualizing, summarizing, synthesizing, determining importance 

Readers look for the most amazing fact about each creature that makes it unique. Readers also learn how to read 

a nonfiction sidebar. (Teacher guides the group through the two caterpillar pages to demonstrate the teaching 

point.) 

 

During Reading: (10-15 min.) 

Students silently read the text. You may choose to listen to a few students whisper read the text, if reading 

fluency is a concern. While students are silently reading, you can start another group or conference with 

students who are independently reading. 

 

After Reading:  (8-10 min.) 

 *Discuss the story 

  -clarify confusion, revisiting parts of the text that posed problems for readers 

  -acknowledge partially correct responses, seeking to understand students’ perspectives 

 *Connect discussion to the teaching point and/or a comprehension strategy (see above) 

Caterpillar – Amazing fact: for safety they pull leaves around themselves and glue them together with spit. 

Sidebar (SB): Littermates means how many eggs were laid by the mother at one time, or for other animals, how 

many babies were born at the same time. Hundreds or thousands of butterfly eggs are laid at once. 

Elephant – How much can it weigh at birth?  SB – How long do babies stay with their moms, sisters, and aunts? 

Poison Dart Frog – What is poisonous enough to kill everyone on earth? SB – How big is the adult frog? 

Red-legged Pademelon – Where do they hop around? SB – In what country do they live? 

Tiger – How is a tiger cub different than a kitty cat? SB – What is a tiger’s enemy? 

Chameleon – True or False: They are born knowing “color talk.” SB – How many littermates can it have? 

Iguana  - When is this reptile the most gentle? SB – Who takes care of the babies? 

Lemur  - How many different kinds of lemurs live in Madagascar? SB – Can a lemur have a twin? 

Marmoset – Who cuddles the babies and bathes them? SB – Where are the teeny, tiny babies born? 

Macaw – How long will young macaws live with their families? SB – What size difference is there between a 

Hahn’s Macaw and a Blue and Gold Macaw? 

Monkey – What kind of leash does its babysitter use? SB – Are the adults vegetarians? 

Orangutan – What do orangutans hate? SB – Notice the difference in size between males and females. 

Sloth – Can you demonstrate a sloth sneeze? SB – Which enemy is the most vicious? 

Sugar Glider – Why is the word sugar part of this animal’s name? SB – How small is a newborn sugar glider? 

 

Writing option: 

In a complete sentence and in your own words, write what fact fascinated you most in this book. 


